Management and Leadership

☒ Environmental Team

Our team is committed to making Jason Scott Jewelry as sustainable as possible. We take the proper measures to pitch in with recycling, and are always conscious about the water we use during the day. Our team meets once a month to help take an inventory of items, so our orders of office supplies never exceed what we truly need and use.

☒ Environmentally Preferable Purchasing

In order to reduce waste, we only purchase recycled paper products, as well as recyclable office supplies.

Waste

☒ Solid Waste Reduction and Reuse

Jason Scott Jewelry uses reusable kitchen ware, including cups, and utensils in order to completely cut back on our solid waste. When possible we like to e-mail appraisals and estimates, to help reduce the amount of paper waste. We also reuse paper on both sides before recycling it. These practices have allowed us to cut back on about 30% of our paper use a year.
Energy

- Energy Efficiency

  We use energy efficient lighting, and turn off everything at the end of the day, including computers, show cases, bathroom lights, and any other electronics that are used throughout the day. We also keep the blinds closed in the summer which helps cut back on the use of air conditioning, and we leave them open in the winter season which helps to cut back our gas and electric bill about $40.00 per monthly billing cycle.

Transportation

- Employee Commute

  Employees are highly encouraged to carpool.
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